Dating & Technology Q&A: How
Bad Is It To Send Nudes,
Really?
Question from Tanya M.: In light of all the Blac Chyna and
Rob Kardashian drama, I wanted to ask on behalf of regular
people: how bad is it to send nudes between consenting adults?
It seems like it’s so common in the dating scene now. I’m just
not sure what to think of about the whole thing.
Dating in the era of social media and cellphones can be
difficult. Communication and instant gratification is what
many daters expect when they start seeing someone, especially
when it comes to exchanging nude photos. With so many people
partaking in voyeur, you may wonder if you should do it too.
However if you don’t want to, do not fret, you can have a
successful relationship with or without nudes. Leave it up to
our relationship experts who can offer their best dating
advice on using technology the right way. Learn valuable
dating tips from Cupid’s very own, matchmaker Suzanne Oshima
and relationship expert Robert Manni. Here they’ll answer your
questions on whether you should send nude photos or not.

Technology Dating Advice That Gets
Honest About Sending Nudes
Suzanne K. Oshima, Matchmaker: What happened between Blac
Chyna and Rob is something that can happen to anyone. While
sending nude pictures is more common amongst today’s daters,
your body is your personal treasure and you should be
discerning in who you send those images to. My recommendation
is to only send them to a man who you’re in a committed

relationship with, and not just some man you went out on a few
dates with. Because the reality is, once they leave your phone
you have no control over where they may end up and there’s no
recall button after you stop seeing a man.
Related Link: Dating & Technology Q&A: My Partner Fishes For
Likes, What Do I Do?
Robert Manni, Guy’s Guy: In the wake of the current Black
Chyna – Rob Kardashian drama being played out in the press, I
strongly advise that you carefully weigh the pros and cons of
sharing digital nude photos of yourself with anyone. Through
the media we are now witnessing the pitfalls of how quickly a
modern romance can turn ugly, and the ramifications of sharing
nude photos even with someone as close with the father of your
child. If you are really into a guy and he keeps hounding you
for nude photos, stop and think about it before you hit send.
When it comes to love I never say never, but unless you’re 100
percent confident that you really know and trust this man, I
suggest limiting the show to the bedroom or wherever you two
get it on. Otherwise, the risks far outweigh the rewards. Good
luck.
To find out more about our three dating and technology gurus,
click here.
If you have any questions you would like answered by our
relationship
experts,
cupid@cupidspulse.com.
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